Lineside Boundary Management
What is the situation?
It is the railway’s legal responsibility to ensure boundary measures are in place to prevent human and livestock incursion.
We often fall short of our obligations where boundary measures are expected to perform in hostile environments without
sufficient intervention. Preventative measures are not consistently adopted. The design or condition of the boundary measure
is not always appropriate for the risk presented by the adjacent land use.

Priority problems
Specific priority problems
•

We are alerted only at the point of when
the asset fails or is about to fail.

•

We are unable to demonstrate the
configuration and condition of our
asset.
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•

We react to recover the railway without
investigation of the root cause.

•

Some of our older, legacy, boundary
designs are not adequate to prevent
animal incursion.

•

We lack robust systems to adequately
identify and capture change in adjacent
land use. This imports risk as we are
then not controlling risk of incursion.

Related goals

Benefits

•

•

Improved performance as
a result of a better-timed
intervention.

•

Increased asset life and
improved whole life cost

•

Efficiency savings by
avoiding incidents.

•

Improved performance as
a result of better-timed
intervention.

•

An efficient system for
capturing data and
updating the asset register.

•

Proactive and predictive
measures that maintain the
suitability of the asset for
its location.
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Analysis of causes

Specific research needs

Materials technology
not taken advantage of

No requirement for landowner
to notify of change in land use

Outcome:
Boundary measures
required everywhere

Inconsistent data quality

Old method of logging info
Current systems not suitable
System difficult to update:
Assets extent & complexity
controls on the site

Data Capture

Cooperation with
landowner required

Monotonous activity
can lead to human error

No specific guidance for
repairs and requirements
for standards of repair

Lack of defined
competence

Temporary repairs left
as permanent solutions

No training provided
for inspection

Not valued as an inspection
Accept newly built
boundary measures
that are not spec

Boundary is not always
protected when work is ongoing
Public not educated on
full impact of trespassing
Trespassing encouraged if
tools / materials left lineside

Human
Factors

Reliant on infrequent access
points for maintenance

No mechanism
to share information

Not sufficiently
understood or briefed
in documentation

Maintenance
Techniques

Hazard to workforce
during inspection

Notification after incident

Resilient design

Wait for asset failure
before refurbishment
or renewals

Difficult to reach locations

No technology
to detect changes

Tensioned wire products require
regular inspection and are more
susceptible to environmental factors

We seek to operate with robust boundary measures able to meet their expected life cycle within the operating
environment. We require design specifications fully tested to provide sufficient protection to withstand incursion by
human and livestock. This will include benchmarking various materials used in fence construction and the methods of
installation in terms of post and cladding, tension and durability.

Access

No system or process

No durable materials
lighter and cheaper

Protect against trespassers

Data dependent on inspector

Land Use
Changes

Durability

Legislation

Protect the landowner
from the rail

Asset management systems
that are centred around
appropriate levels of
maintenance and renewal
based on asset life cycle.

Boundary
Management
Unquantified numerous
designs and materials

Not stock proof but are
installed at rural locations
Old designs based
on old specs
Lack of standard design
to retrofit stock
proofing measures

Not understood by
those responsible for assets
Relationship between
degradation & functionality
not understood
Different types & quantities
of materials degrade at
different rates

No technology to alert to
early degradation of incidents

Degradation
Rates

Specs and introduction of
new types is not well controlled

Legacy
Assets

We seek to understand how we can protect our assets from degradation. This will include protection methods and
processes for steel and timber products. It will also include research into natural and introduced corrosive agents and
reactions.
When boundaries fail, we seek portable systems that maintenance teams can use after incident and deploy efficiently .
We rely on a combination of inspection and information provided by others to update registers on land use. We want
to develop to a stage where we always know what the land adjacent to the asset is used for, so the boundary can be
adapted accordingly. We need to explore alternative methods that can provide consistent information regarding land
use change.
We manage approximately 28,000km of boundary measure. We need to be confident that inspection covers all of the
asset. Inspections are undertaken by field teams over terrain that is difficult to access safely. We seek safe inspection
methods that can be completed by other methodologies, especially when access is interrupted.
We need assurance that any boundary repairs undertaken provide either the same or improved security, compared
with the original installation. This includes assessing temporary measures that have been installed to repair the
boundary where problems have occurred. Repair products must be effective without the need for regular maintenance
and be quick, easy and cost-effective to carry out.

